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A very warm welcome to readers of this latest edition of our
newsletter.
With the sun out and spring in the air, I hope we are
beginning to feel a little more positive after the very dark
recent past. That said, we cannot ignore the parlous state of
the world around us and our thoughts are no doubt with all
those caught up in a war in Europe.
In the legal world, we face many challenges with new
initiatives coming thick and fast. Hopefully, we can help
each other navigate the “road ahead”.
I trust the articles in this newsletter are of interest and
assistance to you all.
Many thanks to our editor, Jemimah and her team of
contributors.
I look forward to seeing you in real life, across a courtroom
soon!
Chris and Giles

S

@NewCourtFamily

New Court Chambers,
Temple, London, EC4Y 9BE
DX: 0018 LDE
clerks@newcourtchambers.com
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Chambers
2022 is flying by already and as the sun returns so
have in person hearings and the clerks to the
clerks room in chambers.
The clerks continue to be able to assist with
finding the right barrister for remote, in person and
hybrid hearings as well as setting up conferences
and mediation in both its remote and in person
forms.
The clerks, are still readily available on
clerks@newcourtchambers.com
or
0207 583 5123.
For Out of Hours applications please ring the normal
number and it will provide you with information on
how to access someone for an Out of Hours
application. Members of Chambers are experienced
at undertaking these.
Chambers and Partners/ Legal 500
Chambers is pleased to again be ranked in
Chambers and Partners and the Legal 500.
Chambers is described as ‘A set with substantial
strength in public and private children law matters,
and the further capability to handle financial
proceedings. The 35-plus family barristers here are
well versed in highly sensitive matters involving nonaccidental injury, child death, sexual abuse, FGM,
fictitious illness and child trafficking. They are also
equipped to handle TOLATA, Schedule 1 and
parental alienation cases…’
Chambers off its congratulations to:
Giles Bain - "Pays great attention to detail so he can
highlight gaps in evidence presented by local
authorities." "He's focused on balance and parity,
and will go through the evidence thoroughly in nonaccidental injury cases." "Giles delivers excellent
client care and expert advice."
Christopher Poole - Christopher is joint head of
chambers and is commended for his work on behalf
of local authorities in serious matters. In addition, he
has handled matters concerning sensitive cultural
and religious differences.
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"An experienced advocate who is able to think on
his feet and who works in partnership with his
clients. He pays great attention to detail." "His
preparation is great and his cross-examination is
precise and to the point."
Andrew Shaw - Noted for his expert
representation of parents, children and local
authorities in a wide range of public and private
law children cases. He is highly experienced in
handling matters involving complex medical and
psychological evidence and is regularly instructed
in non-accidental injury cases.
Sam Wallace "His calm demeanour is invaluable
in cases involving challenging personalities." "He
is respectful of parent respondents and builds a
good rapport with teenagers." "Sam is
compassionate, focused and understated but
effective in court."
Sally Jackson, "A client-focused advocate who is
succinct and pragmatic in her approach." "She
gets to grips with issues, dissects complicated
information and eases client worries." "Sally is
good at explaining complicated points of law, and
is unafraid to argue points."
Kyri Lefteri "An able advocate who handles
complex borderline care cases and historic sex
abuse allegations." "No case is too difficult for
him."
Philippa Jenkins "She is organised and finds
ways to achieve resolution in difficult cases." "A
hard-working and efficient barrister."
Laura Harrington A well-respected advocate
with experience of handling some of the most
sensitive types of public children work. "Goes
above and beyond for her clients and
successfully negotiates complex future contact
arrangements." "She's charming and makes
polished submissions on serious non-accidental
injury
cases."
"Laura
is
hard-working,
knowledgeable and good with clients. She has a
good grasp of the issues in cases."
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Bristol

Published articles

As part of Chambers wish to increase access to the
Bar and assist those looking at starting a career in
family law we have undertaken a number of events
with Bristol University. Chambers judged a series of
moots including the in person final moot –
congratulations to Cody who will undertake a minipupillage at chambers

A few members have been published in Family
Law Week in the recent months
Andrew Shaw and Sam Prout wrote a ‘light
hearted’ practical guide on the issue of
disclosure in family proceedings concerning
children https://t.co/IvRAEsQbIw
Jemimah Hendrick on the practical steps to take
in the Court of Protection when exploring the
interplay between autism and indoctrination
Exploring autism and indoctrination: practical steps
to take in the Court of Protection (familylaw.co.uk)
Pupil News

Members Saiqa Chaudhry and Jemimah Hendrick with the
participants of the moot final

Kiran Channa and Samuel Marks assisted students
with their CVs at a CV workshop which the students
found very useful as a skill going forward.
Chambers gave a number of talks on diversity at the
Bar including Chris Poole and Jemimah Hendrick on
mental health and wellbeing at the bar and Kiran
Channa on inclusivity and diversity at the Bar.
Finally New Court was delighted to attend the Bar
Society networking dinner at Goldney Hall – the
members that attended had an excellent time and it
was wonderful to meet so many enthusiastic
students

Chambers welcomed Grace Robertson and
Michael Connor to chambers at the end of 2021
– we are looking forward to seeing how their
progress over the coming year.
New Tenants
Meena Fakhri is now a tenant having completed
a third six pupillage with us and Samuel Marks
also accepted tenancy having completed his 12
month pupillage with us – both are fantastic
additions to the New Court Family
10,000 black interns programme
Chambers is pleased to have signed up to the
inaugural year of this scheme where a mini-pupil is
paid the living wage to attend a mini-pupillage in
chambers this summer. The candidates have had
to go through a vigorous application process and it
is hoped this will allow a wider pool of prospective
pupils the opportunity to do this work experience.

Harrow High School

Chris Poole, Jemimah Hendrick, Kiran Channa and Samuel
Marks enjoying the dinner with the Secretary of the Bar Society
James Woods
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Raisa Saley attended a careers fair at Harrow High
School and spoke to budding barristers about a
career at the Bar – it is never too soon to start
recruiting!
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Luton
New Court has a strong connection with the Luton
Family Court and has enjoyed supporting its recent
events. Members attended the Luton Family
Justice Board conference hosted by HHJ Hildyard
QC and included talks from the President of the
Family Division and our very own Chris Poole. This
was an interesting and informative day enjoyed by
all

The LCJ and other senior members of the judiciary at the
opening

Retirement Dinner
Chambers held a dinner for Simon Gummer of
Edmondson Hall who retires after a lengthy career in
family law. Simon has been a strong support of
members of chambers at all stages of their career
and he will be missed!

Members of chambers enjoying the LFJB conference in
Luton.

Then on the 29 March 2022 Sam Wallace was
honoured to attend and give the speech on behalf
of the Bar at the opening of the Luton Justice
Centre. This event was attended by the Lord Chief
Justice, the President of the Family Division,
Newton J and a number of other senior members
of the judiciary.
Members of chambers enjoying dinner with Simon and the
Delaunay.

Marathon
Sam Wallace has once again wowed by running the
London Marathon for HASTE- a very worthwhile
charity – he raised around £3000. Sam continues his
charity fundraising by also running the Edinburgh
marathon for HASTE at the end of May – best of luck
Sam!
Sam Wallace awaiting his turn to give his speech on behalf of
the Bar
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by Jemimah Hendrick

B-M (children: findings of fact) [2021] EWCA Civ 1371
Christopher Poole led Samuel Marks in the Court of Appeal on behalf of a local
authority. They successfully opposed an appeal following a fact finding. There was
the added novelty of this hearing being broadcast live from the court – which is part
of the move for family courts to be more transparent (these can still be viewed on
the links below!).
B-M (Children: Findings of Fact) [2021] EWCA Civ 1371 (20 September 2021) (bailii.org)

https://t.co/EtPnEy77EX
https://t.co/hfX1KgGgsf

Royal Borough of Greenwich and EOA [2021] EWCOP 20
Jemimah Hendrick represented the local authority before Mr Justice Williams. This
was a very interesting case which explored the interplay between autism and familial
indoctrination and the effect that has on care planning, in particular when the effect
of both the autism and indoctrination is a vulnerable adult that does not wish to
communicate with any professionals.
EOA, Re [2021] EWCOP 20 (29 January 2021) (bailii.org)
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By Grace Robertson (Pupil)

The way “you” then exist in the metaverse is as an
avatar. When you move your arms and head in the
real world, signals are picked up by your VR
headset and copied by your avatar in the digital
world. You can also feel things in the Metaverse
through haptic vests, which respond to the wearer
being “touched” in the VR space by sending
These words, as you may expect, come from a electrical impulses to that area of the body.
science-fiction novel, that of Ernest Cline’s,
‘Ready Player One’. However, you would be The Metaverse, as Mark Zuckerberg is
wrong to think that the idea of a virtual reality envisioning, does not exist yet. Its current state is
(VR) network which users access daily, only a prototype of what is to come. Currently, it is a
belongs in someone’s imagination or in an collection of VR applications or “spaces”, to
unachievable science-fiction world. Enter: the conduct meetings, play games, or socialise in.
Each of these VR spaces is like an isolated digital
Metaverse.
island. You need to leave the application to launch
“The next platform and medium will be even a new one, as you would on your phone, moving
more immersive, an embodied internet where perhaps between your email application, a web
you’re in the experience not just looking at it. browser and WhatsApp.
And we call this The Metaverse.”2
Current VR offerings are different to what the
These familiar words are those of Mark Metaverse plans to be in two main ways. Firstly, it
Zuckerberg, a champion of metaverse will be a singular, interconnected space where all
technology, so much so that he rebranded his applications are grouped together, so you can
company from Facebook to Meta in October “jump” throughout your day between a virtual
2021. Even though metaverse technology is in meeting, a virtual get-together with friends, and a
its early stages, there are already clear and virtual comedy show, all without needing to exit
sustained concerns over children’s access to and launch a new application. Secondly, as
and involvement in the Metaverse. At this metaverse researcher Matthew Ball puts it, there
stage, the best way that family practitioners will be ‘continuity of data, such as identity,
can prepare for these developments, and history, entitlements, objects, communications and
3
remain effective in their practice when it payments’. One aspect of this would mean that
comes, is to understand this future phase of the you will be able to buy something in one space of
internet and the connected concerns for the Metaverse and sell it or use it in a completely
children before they start appearing in different space. Currently, the Metaverse uses
cryptocurrencies, but each application or “world”
threshold documents.
has its own, so currency from one platform is not
usable across every other.
What is The Metaverse?
″Halliday was the videogame designer
responsible for creating the OASIS, a
massively multiplayer online game that had
gradually evolved into the globally networked
virtual reality most of humanity now used on a
daily basis.”1

The Metaverse is a digital place, with digital
representations of people, places and things.
This can then be accessed through a VR
headset, such as Mark Zuckerberg’s market
leading Oculus.
New Court News

You can already buy things in the Metaverse, but
these items would also only be usable on the
platform you bought them in. Users of the
Metaverse can purchase NFTs (non-fungible
tokens).
6
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An NFT is a unique digital assets, that cannot be
copied or produced in bulk. So, say a digital
artist wanted to show their work in the
Metaverse but were concerned that people
would copy it and claim it as their own, the artist
could purchase an NFT for their art. This would
attach a digital certificate to each artwork,
clearly marking it as unique and created by that
artist. If someone wanted to buy the work, they
would buy the NFT to it, and this would be
registered on the digital certificate. You can
then sell these on for cryptocurrencies or for real
money. When the Metaverse exists in full force,
you could also display your NFT in your future
digital land and home

The centre reported that every 7
minutes there was a reportable offence
of harassment or abuse on Facebook’s
VR platform. Many of these reports
included children.
The final aspect of the Metaverse to understand
is digital land. Users can build whatever they
want on these “land plots” or “land parcels” if
they own them. There is currently a gold rush
for these finite building spaces. One of the
leading VR developers, Sandbox, has 166,000
“plots” of land; Decentraland, another leading
developer, has 90,601 “parcels” of land.4 Forbes
recently reported that those investing include
PwC, JP Morgan, HSBC and the rapper Snoop
Dog.5 Investors can build virtually on the site
and then charge fees to those who visit. This
could, for example, be a virtual art museum or a
concert venue. Given this enormous financial
potential, it is unsurprising that land in the
Metaverse is already expensive. For
perspective, in November 2021, a 500m² plot of
land in Decentraland sold for $2.43 million.6
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The centre reported that every 7 minutes there
was a reportable offence of harassment or
abuse on Facebook’s VR platform.7 Many of
these reports included children. In line with
this research and that of investigative
reporters, there are three main safeguarding
concerns when it comes to children accessing
the metaverse.
Online Grooming
Sadly, it is a well-known occurrence for family
practitioners that social media, Instagram or
TikTok exposes children to being found
online, groomed by an older individual and
exploited.
It is distressing to think how this could work in
a world where interactions and talking in the
Metaverse actually feels like you are engaging
with a person in the real world. VR Chat is a
popular application which allows avatars to
visit different “rooms” and socialise with
anyone else from around the world who has
entered that “room” at the same time as you.
An online groomer, who previously was
contained to messaging and 2D images, can
seem to physically approach users, stand with
them and say things to them.
They can also offer the child they meet NFTs
that they might want. A new NFT opportunity
which has recently entered the US market is
buying
NBA
(National
Basketball
8
Association) highlight videos. Given how
successful this has been, it is only a matter of
time before other organisations, like Premier
League football teams, singers, or TikTok stars
begin to sell videos on NFT platforms. Being
able to immediately “meet” a child “in-person”
in the Metaverse, without needing to build a
social media rapport beforehand, and then
being able to instantaneously offer NFTs to
children in the virtual world, will make
exploitation faster and easier.

Safeguarding Concerns

Exposure to explicit material

The Centre for Countering Digital Hate has
launched a ‘Facebook’s Metaverse is Unsafe’
campaign having investigated the platform.

The age limit on VR Chat is 13. But
realistically, as with Meta’s earliest
incarnation, Facebook, the age limit is
unmonitorable.

New Court News
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Although some of the rooms in the app seem child-friendly, featuring multi-coloured cottages
and bunny rabbits hopping along by your feet, others are decked out like strip-clubs, with flashing
lights, and dance poles lining the room. In this room, where any user of the application can visit,
one BBC investigative reporter, who entered the Metaverse posing as a child, describes avatars
simulating sex whilst avatars danced around the poles.9
Exposure to such explicit sexual content is, as Catherine Allen, a VR researcher states, ‘too early
in children’s development’10. In a room which by all accounts ‘feels like you’re really there’,
children are being exposed to sexually graphic content that to access in the real world would
require you to show an identification card to prove your date of birth.11

…some of the rooms in the app seem
child-friendly, featuring multi-coloured
cottages and bunny rabbits hopping along
by your feet, others are decked out like
strip-clubs, with flashing lights, and dance
poles lining the room…
Sexual harassment and assault
The final safeguarding concern for children, particularly with the emergence of haptic vests, is
sexual assault happening inside the Metaverse. A child could be approached, as though the
perpetrator is in the room with them and touched sexually. For a digital world which all those
involved say “is not really here yet”, the sexual assault and violence of users is already very
much a real thing in journalists’ accounts of their experiences in the Metaverse.
A Wall Street Journal journalist, Joanna Stern, described being “hit-on” at a comedy show, by
the comedian, and feeling the same discomfort she would have in the real world if the same
explicit sexual comments were addressed to her.12 Another user, Nina Jane Patel, co-founder of
Metaverse Research for Kabuni, has spoken about being touched on her avatar’s chest by three
men who surrounded her. She describes fumbling with her controllers in a very real-felt panic
and being unable to exit the room.13 A BBC News reporter, posing as a 12 year old child, also
experienced sexual assault, describing it as ‘absolutely horrible’.14
Practitioners need to be live to these new issues which will start to emerge in papers. We may
soon be evaluating the level a parent may be held responsible for failing to supervise or protect
their child from harm in the Metaverse. Or we may be conducting hearings involving parents
who are perpetrators themselves in the Metaverse. And we could even experience an unwelcome
new category of Deprivation of Liberty applications, restricting a child’s access to the Metaverse.
Protective Measures
To implement protective measures decisions will need to be made about whose responsibility it
is to secure the safety of VR users. Is it the world creators, like Decentraland, Meta and Sandbox?
Is it the users themselves and their parents? Or is it those building the spaces in the world, like
PwC, HSBC and Snoop Dog? Clear thought, regulation and co-operation is needed to decide this
issue sooner rather than later to ensure the safety of child users.
Some safety regulations already exist on VR platforms. There are of course the age limitations.
These are likely to be largely ineffective as they merely ask for a birth date to be entered. There
is also a safety bubble feature, where players can apply a bubble of protection around themselves
to stop others approaching.
New Court News
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This however raises a troubling narrative that a child victim “should have protected themselves”
before being touched sexually. In quick summary, what is currently available is not adequate.
Practitioners can consider the deficiencies by making suggestions to assist the Metaverse to
become a safer place.
Verification of identity - Following the explicit racist abuse that Marcus Rashford, Jadon Sancho
and Bukayo Saka suffered in the wake of the football Euro 2020 final, a debate arose and quickly
faded around anonymity online and whether verification information should be required to set
up accounts on social media.15 Given that concerns around abuse are only exacerbated by the
Metaverse, anonymity online seems outdated. Requiring users to provide their ID details to setup their avatar, as you need to for online bank accounts, would mean real repercussions for those
relying on anonymity in The Metaverse. Child sexual abuse offences already include ‘noncontact activities’ and ‘exploitation in preparation for abuse’. Therefore, although no touching
has actually occurred in the real-world, “touching” a child sexually in the Metaverse will likely
have criminal repercussions and consequently deter users who are required to provide
verification of their identity.16
VR safeguarding agents - If the aim is to replicate the real world, real experience and real life,
Metaverse police and Metaverse bouncers would be needed to prevent abuse and prohibit
children from entering rooms containing explicit content. Given that the Investment Company,
Republic Realm, has just spent $4.3 million buying Sandbox land plots, you would think the
platform developers would have the funds to pay people to monitor user usage in this way.17
These are just two suggestions which don’t even begin to scratch the surface of the real legislative
changes which are required. Being an effective children’s law practitioner, up-to-date in your
expertise and knowledge, will mean needing to understand these issues, consider solutions and
raise these confidently with those we work with, on behalf of, and the judiciary.
Footnotes
Ernest Cline, Ready Player One, 2011.
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4
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Case Note: K v K [2022] EWCA Civ 468 and the impact of Re HN
By Samuel Prout
Re HN and Others (children) (domestic abuse: finding
of fact hearings) [2021] EWCA Civ 448 was among the
more eagerly anticipated decisions of 2021. It dug deep
into four appeals from fact-finding decisions in private
children law cases and fell squarely within the family
justice system’s attempts to offer a modern, informed,
and adequately protective approach in cases involving
domestic or relationship abuse.
In H-N the Court of Appeal measured expectations early (as early as paragraph 2): “We
must make clear at the outset that there is a limit to the extent to which we can give
general guidance.” This was met with disappointment in some quarters (no names
mentioned!).
But the wait is over and - offering a solid rebuttal to those who argue that the best thing
to come out of Peterborough is the nation’s finest example of a court-adjacent, Haciendastyle, Art Deco-era Lido - here is K v. K [2022] EWCA Civ 468.
Taking a similar approach to setting expectations K v. K begins: “This judgment is
intended to provide general guidance on the proper approach to fact-finding hearings in
private family proceedings”. If that doesn’t quicken your heartrate then I don’t know what
will.
K v. K gives us the second appeal of a district judge’s findings (and order) in private
children proceedings. The district judge’s decisions had been upheld at a first appeal but
the Court of Appeal set aside the judge’s most serious findings and remitted the case to
a circuit judge to consider whether a further fact-finding should be held. By the time of the
EWCA decision a number of subsequent orders had been made (none of which had
resolved the proceedings).
K v. K should be read in full by anyone likely to tangle in private law case management in
the near future. It’s wise reading too for anyone advising on allegations of domestic abuse
(within a private children case).
At a tight 89 paragraphs the judgment is approximately one mug - or two old fashioned
cups - of tea long. Plan and provision accordingly.
The judgment gives three broad opportunities for guidance: (1) when to fact-find; (2) how
to fact-find; and (3) what to do with facts found. Here are the takeaways:
When?
Ringing loud and clear from the judgment is the Court’s wish for as many private disputes
about children to be dealt with away from court as possible. K v. K doubles-down on the
President’s recent encouragements (see The Road Ahead; the address to the Jersey
International Family Law Conference; the View from the President’s Chambers: March
2022): if we hope to save the system from chronic backlogs and utilise our limited
New Court News
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resources to their best we need to shift our focus in private law to what really matters
and to a “New Approach”. You might remember the Court of Appeal dedicating part of
the judgment in Re H-N to this too (around paras.35-40 in Re H-N).
In the context of private children disputes this means only litigating allegations and
issues which have a direct bearing on the children’s welfare (or will weigh the court’s
balance of the children’s best interests). So far so PD12J compliant and K v. K tells us
(paras. 37-45) - or reminds us - that issues between adults which are unlikely to affect
the children directly should not be tried, even if they are serious. In summary:
Whilst the court will not hesitate to adjudicate upon parental behaviour where this
impacts upon the protection or welfare of a child, it is not for the court to hear
about, much less to resolve, issues between the parents relating to their time
together, unless to do so is likely to be necessary for, and proportionate to, the
resolution of a dispute relating to the protection or welfare of a child.
(para.89)
How?
To make safe findings about abusive behaviour (especially abuse within relationships
which may not be confined to a single incident or act) the court must show that it took
a “step back” and surveyed all of the evidence (paras.46-61 in K v. K). Even if the judge
finds some piece of evidence or a witness more persuasive than others they had better
make sure their judgment locates and analyses that evidence in the context of
everything else before them - or they risk being overturned on appeal.
This is not a shift in the law or the fact-finder’s role but K v. K amplifies -if amplification
is needed - the dicta on finding patterns of behaviour in Re H-N (for which see paras.
50-74 in that decision).
What to do with findings made?
In short: make sure that any recital of the court’s findings actually matches the court’s
decision. (And in this regard it seems advocates and tribunals are given a gentle nudge
in K v. K to make sure that draft orders are scrutinised for accuracy before being
approved and sealed.)
In K v. K the judge’s order from the first instance fact-finding recorded some findings in
far broader terms than the judge had found proved; other findings were recorded which
the judge had not found proved (in particular one relating to physical abuse of the
subject children). See para.73-76 of K v. K.
Welfare reporters should be alive to the same issue(s) when they condense the court’s
findings in their analyses. The Court of Appeal dedicates a last word to the way in which
a section 7 report over-simplified the court’s findings:
There is, in our view, a real danger in reducing bespoke, detailed and subtle findings
made by a judge to one or two word headline labels, in place of the original detail. The
case analysis uses the labels of rape, bullying, manipulation and physical abuse, each
of which emits a neon light in an erroneous and unjustified manner.
(para.85)
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Practically speaking
So, practitioners, expect short shrift from the bench if you try to pursue allegations of
one parent’s bad behaviour towards the other unless you can show a welfare link.
Expect close analysis of the factors in PD12J before any fact finding is directed. Expect
also (or at least hope for) an opportunity to actually engage with substantive dispute(s)
and issues at the FHDRA, rather than simply using the first appointment to make
template directions to fill an adjournment of several months.
Don’t write off MIAMS or alternative resolution, even once a case has been issued, and
- for the time being - don’t forget your Family Mediation Vouchers either.
From an efficiency point of view this guidance can only be a good thing: too many
FHDRA are wasted opportunities; too many fact-findings are triggered unnecessarily
(and end up triggering tensions further); too many litigants have an unrealistic
expectation of the court process.
So expect to have some difficult conferences with clients where you try to explain why
their ex’s bad behaviour is not relevant to their children. Easier said than done in the
confines of a conference room (or - where court facilities do not allow - a noisy corridor).
In much the same way as the Court of Appeal tries to measure our expectations early
on, litigants need that more than ever: the Family Court is there to make reasoned
decisions about children’s welfare, not to validate or exonerate the grown-ups.
And always, always, double check your draft orders.
Members of chambers routinely represent clients in private children proceedings
and advise in anticipation of proceedings. Chambers can also help organise
private dispute resolution for clients who wish to avoid court entirely. If you
would like to know more please contact the clerks on 0207 583 5123.
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No fault divorce

By Elissa Da Costa Waldman MCIArb

•
•

•

T

he Divorce, Dissolution and Separation
Act 2020 came into force on 6th April
this year and has reformed the divorce
process such that the concept of fault is
removed completely. Consequently, budding
lawyers will no longer need to learn the five
reasons previously required to support the
one ground of irretrievable breakdown. It’s
been a long time coming, time probably felt
especially slow moving by Mrs Owens, whose
case really set the ball rolling, albeit
somewhat slowly in 2018.

…sensible new terminology, no blame
attached and therefore no need to consider
the ‘facts’ required for any evidence, a
minimum time to achieve the divorce and the
very new provision that both parties may
make a joint application…

As well as removing the need to provide a
reason for the irretrievable breakdown and no
blame being the order of the day, the new Act
alsoNew Court News

introduces an option for a joint
application
makes sure language is in plain
English, for example, changing
‘decree nisi’ to conditional order
and ‘decree absolute’ to final
order
provides time limits

The removal of ‘decree nisi’ and ‘decree
absolute’ from the language of divorce
brings this legislation into line with the
Civil Partnership Act 2004 which has
contained such terms from the outset.
Indeed more modern terminology like this
is to be welcomed in making legal
processes more accessible to the lay
public. These changes also apply to the
dissolution of civil partnerships.
There are no more petitions for divorce,
but applications accompanied by a
statement by the applicant or applicants
that the marriage has broken down
irretrievably. The court MUST take the
statement to be conclusive evidence of
the irretrievable breakdown of the
marriage and make a divorce order. The
final order is made 6 weeks after the
making of the conditional order and may
not be made before the expiry of that
time. The court may not make a
conditional order unless(a) in the case of an application that is to proceed
as an application by one party to the marriage
only, that party has confirmed to the court
that they wish the application to continue, or
(b) in the case of an application that is to
proceed as an application by both parties to
the marriage, those parties have confirmed to
the court that they wish the application to
continue;
and a party may not give confirmation for the
purposes of this subsection before the end of the
period of 20 weeks from the start of proceedings.
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It all looks pretty simple with some sensible new terminology, no blame attached and therefore
no need to consider the ‘facts’ required for any evidence, a minimum time to achieve the
divorce and the very new provision that both parties may make a joint application. What can
possibly go wrong?
Firstly, it still appears to remain the case that the respondent must wait three months for the
final order. Given that there is no-fault’ anymore, and to that extent both partis have equal
status in the divorce, it seems odd that there remains provision for a respondent to seek the
final order at the end of the 26-week period. That would be the case where the original
application was made jointly but where it was not, the position remains the same for a
respondent as it was under the MCA because section 9.2 MCA 1973 has not been amended
and continues to provide thatWhere a decree of divorce has been granted and no application for it to be made absolute has
been made by the party to whom it was granted, then, at any time after the expiration of three
months from the earliest date on which that party could have made such an application, the
party against whom it was granted may make an application to the court,

Given the length of time it has taken to bring ‘no-fault divorce’ into our law, it seems a pity that
the legislation was not drafted afresh and instead simply amends the Matrimonial Causes Act
1973. This will undoubtedly cause problems and confusion and it appears there will be
opportunities for the spouse who does not want to be divorced to delay or be uncooperative.
What happens if the applicant, having started the divorce process, chooses not to continue to
the first stage of obtaining the conditional order? Its open for the respondent to issue their own
application. The effect of this will be that the 20-week period begins to run again. As Professor
David Hodson has observed, ‘perhaps one answer over the coming months is to review
whether in these circumstances it would be possible to abridge the 20-week period if the
respondent had to commence their own separate new proceedings on the basis that the 20week period would have been satisfied with the first application. It clearly makes no sense to
put the parties through an extended process when the legislation on timescales is clear and
intended not to prolong the agony of divorce.
Under the previous law, where there were circumstances such as financial matters not yet
having been resolved and/or pensions issues, it was possible to delay the grant of a decree
absolute or seek an undertaking from the petitioner not to apply for decree absolute.
Interestingly The Law Society had recommended to Parliament that there should be provision
in the new legislation for no final decree of divorce if there would be any material prejudice to
either party by the grant of the divorce prior to the resolution or determination of financial
matters and a final order being made. As is clear from its absence, this recommendation was
not taken up. It may therefore be advantageous for a respondent to apply under section 10.2
MCA to delay the final divorce order, but this option is only available to the respondent and not
the applicant as the MCA does not yet appear to have been amended to remove the old ‘facts’
in this section.
The new legislation recognises that we are in the 21st century and therefore service by email
will be the norm. For some unknown reason however, it is a requirement that the papers are
also sent to a snail mail address via first class post. It begs the question as to what happens
if a party has not seen or heard from their spouse for some time and has no idea where they
live but has an email address because that is how they make their childcare arrangements.
What if there are email delivery receipts showing delivery by email occurred but no evidence
the papers were received in the post? Has service occurred or not? Certainly, it would be
prudent for practitioners to email papers with a read and delivery receipt should it become
New Court News
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necessary to prove service in the event there is such a dispute.
Another point for practitioners to consider is whether, although it sounds a good thing, it is
indeed sensible to issue a joint application or not. Notwithstanding the new ‘no-fault’ regime,
there are bound to be disgruntled prospective former spouses who just want to be bloody
minded and obstructive. Non-cooperation at either the conditional order or final order stage is
likely to cause problems and create delay.
The party seeking the conditional order, assuming the other party has had a change of heart
or just wants to be difficult, must 20 weeks after their joint application send a copy of the
application for the conditional order to the other party. There does not seem to be proviso in
the rules for this situation so it is not known what the court will do in such a situation, although
it is likely the court would require proof that the other party has receive notice of the application.
If however, the obstruction/change of heart happens at the stage of applying for the final order,
the applicant must give the other party (now the respondent rather than the second applicant)
14 days written notice of their intention to apply for the final order. Again, the legislation does
not provide for what should happen in these circumstances.
Perhaps unfortunately, and against the spirit of the new Act, there is no provision for a unilateral
divorce application to be converted into a joint one should the parties wish.
The major problem with the new legislation is that it is rather too simple and rather than a
complete rewrite of the divorce legislation it merely provides amendments to the Matrimonial
Causes Act 1973, which as the foregoing has demonstrated are not complete. As with
anything new, there are bound to be teething troubles, and the first week of the operation of
the new ‘online divorce application’ certainly provided a demonstration of that. It is to be hoped
that initial problems will soon be ironed and that there is not an increasing body of case law
demonstrating that the “no-fault” divorce legislation requires considerable further amendment.
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Unsafe and Unfair: Re S (vulnerable party: fairness of
proceedings) [2022] EWCA Civ 8
By Michael Connor (pupil)

T

he English and Welsh legal system recognises the importance of
providing for the effective participation of vulnerable persons in legal
proceedings. In the family law world, these rules were introduced in
2017 and are now contained in Part 3A of the Family Procedure Rules 2010
(FPR): "Vulnerable Persons: Participation in Proceedings and Giving Evidence" as supplemented by
Practice Direction 3AA (PD3AA).
The Court of Appeal has recently provided a timely reminder on the practical application of these
provisions to care proceedings and of their fundamental importance to family justice more broadly.
Background
S (Vulnerable Party: Fairness of Proceedings) [2022] EWCA Civ 8 was an appeal from a fact-finding
hearing within care proceedings concerning a girl, S, aged 6 ½. The key matter to resolve at the hearing
was the cause of injuries sustained by another unrelated boy, J, aged 5 ½. J was not the subject of the
these proceedings, but became the focus when he sustained injuries while ostensibly in the care of S’s
mother, X, and father, Y.
Ultimately, the judge found that J’s mother, A, an intervenor in the care proceedings, had inflicted some,
but not all, of J’s injuries and lied to establish a case against X and Y. A appealed those findings.
Initially, A relied on six grounds of appeal. These grounds ranged from the court making findings which
exceeded those sought in the local authority’s threshold criteria, to departing from expert opinion
without adequate reasons, to speculative findings made with no basis in fact.
The amended ground: procedural unfairness
Jackson LJ granted permission to appeal on five of the six grounds sought and fixed a hearing date for
the appeal. A then sought permission to amend her grounds of appeal by adding a further, more
significant, ground:
"[A] has cognitive difficulties which were unidentified. Dr Josling [a forensic
psychologist] has assessed that [A] may be assisted by an intermediary and an
appointment with Communicourt for assessment is due to take place on 18 November
2021. The court made findings against [A] in proceedings where the [A’s] cognitive
issues were not considered, or adjustments made, to ensure her fair participation. The
findings are therefore unsafe."
In support of her amended ground, A also sought permission to introduce redacted cognitive and
psychological assessments of her (prepared post fact-finding in J’s subsequent care proceedings) as well
as an intermediary assessment report from Communicourt.
The first psychological report noted that while special measures were not recommended for A, she would
benefit from regular breaks and the repetition of important information to her. A’s understanding should
also be cross-checked by asking her to explain things back in her own words.
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The second psychological report noted A's strength in perceptual reasoning rather than verbal reasoning
and that she would need support with written documents. A may also require an advocate or intermediary
for any formal meetings, interviews and assessments.
The subsequent Communicourt assessment recommended an intermediary noting A had difficulty:
•
•
•
•
•
•

processing long sentences
understanding court specific terminology
understanding and responding to complex grammatical structures
understanding complex vocabulary
processing simple verbal information
remembering key dates, and often got the details confused.

From these assessments, and pointing to the transcript of the fact-finding hearing, A’s counsel submitted
that A had hidden cognitive difficulties which were not apparent in the care proceedings.
The appeal hearing
The Court of Appeal permitted A to amend her grounds of appeal and allowed the appeal on the ground
of procedural irregularity, which then became the primary focus of the appeal hearing.
Baker LJ revisited the serious findings made against A, which were based substantially on A's
demeanour and answers in her evidence during the fact-finding hearing. This included a number of
conclusions drawn which were adverse to A's credibility. Most strikingly, the judge at first instance
described A as being "very deflective" during her oral evidence, "able to answer the question in a way
that lost the actual question", “manipulative” and "very calculating".
Baker LJ considered there was a significant possibility that these evaluations of A would have been
refined, if not revised, by knowledge that she had difficulties of comprehension. As a result, the quality
of her evidence, as defined in rule 3A.1 FPR, was likely to be diminished.
The court stated that while the circuit judge’s overall findings were not necessarily wrong, the appeal
was allowed due to the failure to identify A's cognitive difficulties and to make appropriate participation
directions under PD3AA for the fact-finding hearing. Had they been made; this would have ensured the
quality of A’s evidence was not diminished as a result of her vulnerability. For the court, the absence of
such directions in the context of the particular case amounted to a serious procedural irregularity and,
as a result, the outcome of the hearing was unjust.
Baker LJ also considered (at para [41]) the relatively recent decision in Re N (A Child) [2019] EWCA
Civ 1997, where King LJ observed (at para [53]):
“Part 3A [of the FPR] and [PD3AA] provide a specific structure designed to give
effective access to the court, and to ensure a fair trial for those people who fall into the
category of vulnerable witness. A wholesale failure to apply the Part 3 procedure to a
vulnerable witness must, in my mind, make it highly likely that the resulting trial will be
judged to have been unfair.”
Ultimately, the findings against A were set aside and the case was remitted to the Family Division
Liaison Judge for the South-Eastern Circuit so a decision on a rehearing of the fact-finding hearing could
be made and, if so, to reallocate the proceedings.
As part of his judgment, Baker LJ took the opportunity to restate the court’s duty under Part 3A to
identify any vulnerable party or witness. Importantly, this duty also extends to all parties to the
New Court News
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proceedings and their representatives and should be discharged "at the earliest possible stage”. This
includes the need for all to consider directions as to special measures and intermediaries at the initial
case management hearing.
Best practice
It is often difficult for solicitors, advocates and judges alike to identify a participant’s cognitive
difficulties in proceedings, let alone at the earliest possible opportunity. As we have seen from the
present case, A’s difficulties were not recognised until long after the initial fact-finding hearing.
It is worth noting A attended the fact-finding hearing remotely (as was common practice at the height
of the pandemic) and gave her evidence alone from a room in her solicitor’s office. Prior to the factfinding hearing, A had also never met her solicitor in person and relayed all instructions over the
telephone.
Invariably it will be the parties or their representatives, rather than the court, who first identifies that a
party or witness is or may be vulnerable. In this context, the judgment provides a useful ‘best practice’
guide for legal representatives in discharging their duty under Part 3A and PD3AA.
This requires the parties, their legal representatives and other key players in care proceedings to actively
address the question of whether a party or witness is or may be vulnerable at the outset of care
proceedings. Ideally, this should be identified before care proceedings have commenced. The parties'
advocates should also as far as practicable be in a position to respond to queries from the judge on these
issues at the initial case management hearing.
It is also critical to note that rule 3A.9 provides that the court’s duty continues until the conclusion of
care proceedings. In these circumstances, the court may need to revisit issues of participant vulnerability
where another party is joined to the proceedings, such as an intervenor.
A full copy of the judgment can be found at BAILII.
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